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http://rebelspeaks.weebly.com  - The Reb is mad!! Are you mad yet? 
“The Rebel Speaks” opinion letter‘s purpose is to share thought provoking viewpoints and  

inspire discussion and debate about today’s political issues… and make you mad!   

Celebrating 12 years in print!  Now on Truth Social—look for trianglerockent 

They say “Ole Joe” likes trains. I think the 
democraps are about to ship “Ole” Bite-me 
out on his own rail express! 

So, how do you like our own Oriental               
express (which is Chinese funded)? 

Where is Agatha 
Christie or Hercule 
Poirot when you 
need them? 

In the mean time, 
Hunter is looking at 
actually being tried 
for an illegal gun             
purchase. The fact is 
that he was hooked 
on major drugs and 
filled out the federal 

fire arms form saying he was not. There is 
no question about the facts. He will never 
end up in jail. If he does, I will, as I said be-
fore, “remain dubious!” 

For the time being, I am going to learn Fini-
culi Finicula and other songs about trains! 

Time for this old Reb to ride for freedom! 

See you on the bridge! 

Where did the ring of freedom go? 

Our invaders have more rights than “We 
the People.” By charging Trump and jailing 
him, the democommies are basically doing 
it to all who backed and voted for Trump! 

Maybe we 
should all go to 
Georgia and              
surrender our-
selves, all 75           
million of us.  

“We the                
People” need to 
pull up the 
tracks of the 
democommie 
railroad system 
and shut down their frame shop! 

We as a country are on the train to com-
munism and the conductor’s name is        
Fanni Willis, the engineer is Joe Bite-Me!  

Our so-called Republican Representatives 
and Senators have all turned to jello,       
instead of stopping this “guilty before 
proven innocent” justice of the democrap    
party cold in it’s tracks. 
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